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Bottom of the league Stonewall produced one of their best performances of the 

season in beating next to bottom Mauritius Sports 4-0 at the Douglas Eyre Sports 

Ground. This being Mauritius Sports temporary home for their last few matches 

whilst cricket is being played on their home ground at the Fredrick Knight Sports 

Ground in Tottenham. For Mauritius Sports this was a bad setback as they still need 

two points from their final three games to move out of the relegation places.  

Stonewall took the lead after 22 minutes when Iain Drain hit a left foot shot on the 

turn from just outside of the box that flew over the leap of Kelvin Patterson into 

the top of the net. Minutes later Gaku Sato was pulled over in the box by Anthony 

Sinclair and Iain Drain dispatched the resulting penalty low to the keeper’s left as 

he dived right.  

In the 38th minute Iain Drain beat the Mauritius offside trap and ran through on 

goal but his lobbed shot, whilst beating the advancing Kelvin Patterson, also went 

wide of the goal. In the 42nd minute Mauritius had their first real attempt on goal 

as Eric Johnson’s powerful cross shot was palmed away by the diving Eric Armanazi 

for a corner. Stonewall increased their lead just before half time. The ball was 

played through to Iain Drain who again chipped the ball over Kelvin Patterson but 

this time Marvin Omie managed to get back but his clearance cannoned off the 

post and fell out to Gaku Sato who scored from close range.  

Mauritius created far more chances in the second half and in the 66th minute 

Malcolm Ogarro laid the ball back to Lee Boyaram on the edge of the box but his 

powerful shot was well saved by Eric Armanazi diving low to his left. Shortly 

afterwards Elliott Willis hit a left foot shot from 25 yards out that was 

acrobatically pushed over by Eric Armanazi diving high to his right. Then Mauritius 

finally thought they had scored as a low Junior Maxwell cross from the right was 

bundled home by Ade Koleosho from close range but the Referee disallowed it for 

handball. Junior Maxwell then had a shot saved by the legs of Eric Armanazi. After 

surviving all this pressure, it was Stonewall who then broke away and scored. Marc 

Short hit a shot from some 25 yards that Kelvin Patterson did well to palm away for 

a corner diving low to his left. However, from the resulting corner Iain Drain 

scored his third as he found himself unmarked in the box for a simple tap in.  

A good performance from Stonewall who thoroughly deserved their victory but 

Mauritius must improve in their final matches if they are not also going to finish in 

the relegation places. 
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